FROM THE EXECUTIVE DEAN

I am very pleased to welcome you all to the Faculty of Health, Engineering and Science Awards Presentation.

This evening, we acknowledge and celebrate the academic achievements of our students in 2010 in the fields of Health, Engineering and Science.

I would like to thank the staff for all their work in making sure that our students have the best teaching and learning experience at Victoria University and are well prepared for employment in their chosen field.

We are especially appreciative of our industry partners, sponsors and donors for their continued support of programs within the Faculty. Thank you to the family and friends of our students, for your encouragement, care, assistance and guidance.

Congratulations to all the award recipients and I hope you enjoy the evening.

Professor Michelle Towstoless
Executive Dean
ORDER OF PROCEEDINGS
THURSDAY 24 MARCH 2011

6.00pm GUESTS ARRIVE
Canapés and refreshments will be provided

6.20pm PROCEED TO THE FUNCTION ROOM

6.30pm MC INTRODUCTION
Dr Alasdair McAndrew, Associate Dean (Teaching and Learning) Faculty of Health, Engineering and Science

6.35pm FACULTY WELCOME
Professor Michelle Towstoless, Executive Dean Faculty of Health, Engineering and Science

6.45pm DINNER

7.45pm AWARDS PRESENTATION

8.45pm EXECUTIVE DEAN’S SCHOLAR AWARD
Sally Risby

A LIFETIME PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT AWARD
Professor Frances Bromilow

8.55pm DESSERT

9.10pm EXECUTIVE DEAN TO INTRODUCE GUEST SPEAKER
Professor Peter Dowkins — Vice-Chancellor and President Victoria University

9.30pm MC CLOSING
Dr Alasdair McAndrew, Associate Dean (Teaching and Learning) Faculty of Health, Engineering and Science

9.30pm AWARDS CLOSE

SCHOOL OF BIOMEDICAL AND HEALTH SCIENCES
HEAD OF SCHOOL – PROFESSOR GREGORY BLATCH

Bachelor of Science in Biomedical Sciences
Outstanding First Year Student
Sharlyne SEKTRAN
Outstanding Final Year Student
Cara TIMPANI

Bachelor of Science (Honours) in Biomedical Sciences
Outstanding Honours Student
Lauren CORNALL

Bachelor of Health Science in Dermal Therapies
Outstanding First Year Student
Helen BARNES
Outstanding Final Year Student
Sally RISBY

Bachelor of Science in Nutrition, Food and Health Science
Outstanding First Year Student
Julian SPENCE
Outstanding Final Year Student
Bianca KRAUSE

Master of Science in Food Science
Outstanding Student
Kalpana BASNYAT

Bachelor of Science in Nutritional Therapy
Outstanding First Year Student
Noel KELLY
Outstanding Final Year Student
Kristina NELSON

Bachelor of Health Science in Paramedic
Outstanding First Year Student
Colum REID
Outstanding Final Year Student
Tanya WALLACE

Bachelor of Health Science in Paramedic (Conversion)
Outstanding Student
Colin KNIGHT
SCHOOL OF NURSING AND MIDWIFERY
HEAD OF SCHOOL - ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR KRISTINE MARTIN-MCDONALD

Bachelor of Nursing
Outstanding First Year Student
Outstanding Final Year Student
Anubelle LUANSING
Janelle MCKENZIE

Bachelor of Midwifery
Outstanding First Year Student
Outstanding Final Year Student
Katrina CAREY
Kirsty MCKERRAL

Outstanding Contribution to the School
Bachelor of Midwifery
Kerrie ROGERS

Bachelor of Science in Clinical Sciences (Osteopathy)
Outstanding First Year Student
Outstanding Final Year Student
Quita BROADFOOT
Kerry OBST

Master of Health Science in Osteopathy
Outstanding Student
Gabriel ITUARTE

Ambulance (TAFE)
Outstanding Student (Certificate III)
Outstanding Student (Diploma)
Donna BOYLE
Kirstin MITCHELL

Outstanding Contribution to the School
Bachelor of Health Science in Paramedic
Charlene MAY
Bachelor of Engineering in Architectural Engineering
Outstanding First Year Student  Ahbab MUSTAFA
Outstanding Final Year Student  Kailas PRASANNA

Bachelor of Engineering in Building Engineering
Outstanding First Year Student  Amin SAEIDAVI
Outstanding Final Year Student  Jacob ASHLEY

Bachelor of Engineering in Civil Engineering
Outstanding First Year Student  Shawn GRIMA
Outstanding Final Year Student  Christopher CABRERA

Bachelor of Engineering in Mechanical Engineering
Outstanding First Year Student  Justin MILVERTON
Outstanding Final Year Student  Sean KENNAN

Bachelor of Engineering in Electrical and Electronic Engineering
Outstanding First Year Student  Wen YANG
Outstanding Final Year Student  Ankur ARORA

Master of Engineering in Electrical and Electronic Engineering
Outstanding Final Year Student  Johanis BAY

Bachelor of Engineering in Building Surveying
Outstanding First Year Student  Francis LONCARIC
Outstanding Final Year Student  Lee WILSON

Bachelor of Engineering Science in Electrical and Electronic Engineering
Outstanding Final Year Student  Vincent MALTESE

Master of Engineering Science in Wireless and Network Engineering
Outstanding Postgraduate Student by Coursework  Fang ZHENG

Bachelor of Science in Specialisation
Outstanding First Year Student  Jamie LINDSEY

Bachelor of Science in Ecology and Sustainability
Outstanding Final Year Student  Mary COWLING

Bachelor of Science in Medical, Forensic and Analytical Chemistry
Outstanding Final Year Student  Angela DYER

Bachelor of Science in Computer Science
Outstanding Final Year Student  Marlon BARNES

Master of Science in Computer Science
Outstanding Postgraduate Student by Coursework  Mohammed MASTAN
INDUSTRY AWARDS AND PRIZES

Muna Rahman Nursing Award
Bachelor of Nursing
To Be Announced

Shimadzu Chemistry Prize
Outstanding First Year Chemistry Student
Bachelor of Science in Specialisation
Jamie LINSDELL

Electric Energy Society of Australia (EESA) —
Power Engineering Student Award
Bachelor of Engineering in Electrical and Electronic Engineering
Shane BEZZANT

Institution of Engineering and Technology (IET) Prize —
Outstanding Performance
Bachelor of Engineering in Electrical and Electronic Engineering
Shane BEZZANT

Institution of Mechanical Engineers (I Mech E) —
The Institution Project Prize
Bachelor of Engineering in Mechanical Engineering
Justin RHODES

Institution of Mechanical Engineers (I Mech E) —
The Frederic Barnes Waldron Prize
Bachelor of Engineering in Mechanical Engineering
Sean KENNAN

Engineers Australia — Student Award
Bachelor of Engineering in Mechanical Engineering
Daniel AINALIS

Steel Reinforcement Institute of Australia Award
Bachelor of Engineering in Civil Engineering
Peter MACKLAN

Umow Lai Prize
Highest Achieving Graduate
Graduate Diploma in Building Fire Safety and Risk Engineering
Christopher PRESTON
PROJECT MANAGEMENT
BEST ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE

Scientific Fire Services Award — Principles of Project Management
First Prize
Jenna HICKEY
Shane GALEA

Second Prize

Incoll Management Award — Project Planning and Control
First Prize
Mohammed HASEEB
Mariana KLINKO

Second Prize

Bovis Lend Lease Award — Project Stakeholders Management
First Prize
Mohammed HASEEB
Arjuna KORALAGAMA

Second Prize

Major Projects Victoria Award — Project Risk Management
First Prize
Nicole DI IORIO
Christopher FARRELL

Second Prize

AMP Capital Investors Award — Project Development Analysis
First Prize
Jacob ASHLEY
Jason MALMUR

Second Prize

Trevor Miller (Vic Roads) Award — Project Procurement Management
First Prize
Jacob ASHLEY
Shihan FERNANDO

Second Prize

Hollow Core Concrete Award — Project Management and People
First Prize
Lee WILSON
Nina ANASTASIOU

Second Prize

Project Management Foundation Award
Graduate Certificate
Robert FIEVEZ
Sarah OLEKSIIUK

Graduate Diploma
Masters
Kristian PASCÖE

SCHOLARSHIP AWARDS

John B. Koschade Award
Bachelor of Engineering in Architectural Engineering
Thuc Trinh Yu BU1

John B. Koschade Award
Bachelor of Engineering in Civil Engineering
Azriel SOFE
Benjamin POMROY

Secomb Conference and Travel Fund Scholarship
Doctor of Philosophy
Ladawan PANPANIT
Kuorwel KUORWEL
Xuebing YANG
Matthew LAMB
Mohammad SARAIREH
Jingyuan ZHANG

Jayaland Scholarship Award
Bachelor of Science in Science Specialisation
Denna KHATTAB

Bogong Scholarship Award
Bachelor of Engineering in Civil Engineering
Brigette RIZZATO

Executive Dean’s Scholar
Bachelor of Health Science in Dermal Therapies
Sally RISBY
EXECUTIVE DEAN’S SCHOLAR
SALLY RISBY – BACHELOR OF HEALTH SCIENCE IN DERMAL THERAPIES

Sally Risby first came to Victoria University in 2007 to study the Diploma of Beauty Therapy in the School of Personal Services. It was during her time completing her Beauty Therapy studies that Sally discovered a passion for skin science and medical aesthetic modalities. Upon completing the Diploma in 2008, Sally’s desire to further her skills and knowledge led her to apply for the Bachelor of Health Science - Dermal Therapies. Her passion for science and dermal therapies has been evident throughout her course, with Sally being a most deserving recipient of the Outstanding First Year Student Award, having achieved a grade point average of 92%.

A highlight of Sally’s final year of study has been her work on a minor research project investigating sunscreen usage in Australia. The presentation of the findings of this study was extremely well received at the Australasian Society of Aesthetic Plastic Surgery (ASAPS) Conference and the dermal therapies final student presentations.

During her final year of study, Sally also took on a mentoring role for students within the Dermal Therapies Teaching Clinic, and conducted training and promotional events for Advanced Skin Technology medical aesthetics company.

Since completing her studies, Sally has been actively involved in raising the profile of the Dermal Therapies profession and has started work in the Dermal Therapies Teaching Clinic in a receptionist role.

Sally intends to further her studies, and the School of Biomedical and Health Science looks forward to welcoming her again on campus as a postgraduate student.

A LIFETIME PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT AWARD
PROFESSOR FRANCES BROMILOW

Professor Frances Bromilow has a PhD and Master of Science from the University of Melbourne.

His fields of interest are: fuel technology and corporate planning; construction industries characteristics and performance; measuring performance and efficiency of building procurement, construction and use; and building asset management and life cycle economics.

For more than 60 years, Professor Bromilow has been involved in research and advisory roles with a large number of corporations and government agencies, as well as in academic research and teaching. Since 1999, he has been Professorial Fellow in the Department of Architecture, Building and Planning at the University of Melbourne; and until 2009, was a sessional lecturer in facility lifecycle costing at Victoria University.

During his long professional career, Professor Bromilow was a consultant to a NSW Royal Commission into productivity and efficiency in the building Industry; a principal and senior principal research scientist with the CSIRO; a member of the Faculty of Architecture External Review Committee at the University of NSW; and assistant planning engineer at the former Gas and Fuel Corporation of Victoria.

He has made many scholarly visits overseas, including to the USA, England, France, Sweden, Denmark, The Netherlands, Germany, Israel and Japan.

He has published more than 80 papers and books.
Every country has its own large national research organisations with different research and development (R&D) profiles. These organisations employ numerous researchers who work for well defined R&D or RTD (Research and Technology Development) projects in the frame of the strategy of their organisations.

There are numerous necessary specialisations of researchers. For research business institutions, interdisciplinary profiles of researchers are increasingly being requested. They have to adapt to new objectives and to cope with systems, equipment and problems unknown to them. Therefore, one of their important task is to cooperate with academics, researchers and professors.

At Victoria University, we offer Summer Scholarships for high achievers who wish to make a mark in their research career. Award holders who are interested in a Summer Scholarship should consult their relevant academic coordinators within their Schools.

For more information contact:

Dr. Alan Hayes, School of Biomedical and Health Sciences on 9919 4658 or email alan.hayes@vu.edu.au

Dr. Gitesh Raikundalia, School of Engineering and Science on 9919 4691 or email gitesh.raikundalia@vu.edu.au

Associate Professor Liza Heslop, School of Nursing and Midwifery on 9919 2252 or email liza.heslop@vu.edu.au
THANK YOU
THE FACULTY OF HEALTH, ENGINEERING AND SCIENCE
WOULD LIKE TO THANK THE FOLLOWING DONORS
AND SPONSORS

AMP Capital Investors
Bogong Scholarship
Bovis Lend Lease Ltd
Dr and Mrs Rahman
Electric Energy Society of Australia (EESA)
Engineers Australia
Hollow Core Concrete Pty Ltd
Incoll Management Pty Ltd
Institution of Engineering and Technology (IET)
Institution of Mechanical Engineers
Jayaland
Major Projects Victoria
Secomb Conference and Travel Fund
Scientific Fire Services
Shimadzu Scientific Instruments
Steel Reinforcement Institute of Australia
Trevor Miller (Vic Roads)
The Estate of the Late John B. Koschade
Umow Lai Pty Ltd

SCHOOLS
Biomedical and Health Sciences
Engineering and Science
Nursing and Midwifery